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Abstract-This paper contains two generalizations of a previous model studied by 
Zitron which dealt with a continuous approach to the determination of minimal cost 
transportation routes. That model consisted of a circular central business district where 
the cost density of construction is constant surrounded by an annular transition region 
whose cost density varies inversely as the distance from the center. The region sur- 
rounding the annular transition region has constant cost density. In the previous case, 
an analysis was carried out which permitted the determination of minimal-cost routes 
between two diametrically opposite points at the city limits. The present paper gen- 
eralizes these results to the case where the origin and destination are at the city limits 
but need not be diametrically opposite and to the case where the points are diametrically 
opposite but lie outside the city limits. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In a previous paper, Zitron [ll has treated the problem of finding optimal cost routes in 
a circular city when the origin and destination are diametrically opposite at the edge of 
the city. In the present paper, the authors obtain two generalizations. In one case, the 
origin and destination are located at arbitrary points along the edge. In the other case, 
the origin and destination are permitted to lie outside the city on the diameter but equi- 
distant from the center. 
The foundation of the method employed here can be traced to von Stackelberg [21 and 
Losch [3] and is motivated by the refraction of light rays. Wardrop [41 has used this 
method in transportation problems and Beckmann [Sl has suggested the use of calculus 
of variations. 
Knowing the form of local geodesics in the various regions from Ref. 1, we make 
comparisons in order to find global geodesics. The question of whether local geodesics 
are global depends on relationships between geometric parameters describing the city. 
In the previous paper, the model consisted of a central business district (C.B.D.) of 
radius r. surrounded by an annulus with radii r. and R. The cost density in the annulus 
is Ar) = a/r, where CY is a constant (Fig. 1). The case of a general radially symmetric 
f(r) was reduced to quadratures. For the particular case f(r) = a/r, the minimal cost 
path was shown to be a logarithmic spiral. The C.B.D. had a constant cost density as 
did the land outside the city limits. It is for this particular case that we generalize the 
positions of the origin and destination. The circularly symmetric case has been discussed 
by Luneberg [61 in the context of ray tracing in lenses, by Angel and Hyman [7-93 in the 
context of a traffic flow field, and by Puu [ 101 and Zitron [I,1 11 in the context of con- 
struction of transportation routes. A preliminary announcement of the results of the 
present paper has appeared elsewhere 1121. 
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Fig. 1. A circular city consisting of a C.B.D. and an annular region which extends to the city limits. Some 
typical transportation routes are indicated. 
In the previous paper, it was shown that the minimal cost path between an origin and 
destination located at the edge on diametrically opposite points must lie either along the 
diameter or along the edge. No optimal path between these extremes exists. In the present 
paper, we show that the property of going either through the C.B.D. or along the edge 
generalizes to cases where the origin and destination are situated at arbitrary points on 
the edge, and where the origin and destination are equidistant from the center and dia- 
metrically opposite but lie outside the city limits. The results of the present paper may 
be of interest in the case of satellite towns, the linking of long distance freeways in the 
vicinity of towns and cities, and the location of power lines. 
2. THE GENERALIZED CIRCULAR CITY PROBLEM 
The situation we consider here is illustrated in Fig. 1. The circular C.B.D., Do, is 
surrounded by an annular transition region D1 which extends to the city limits. The region 
beyond the city limits is denoted by D2. The cost density f(r) (cost per unit length) is 
given by 
air, r 5 r, 
f(r) = a/r r,5rsR. (1) 
CdR Rlr 
The principal objectives of this problem are to find the minimal cost paths between C 
and C’ and between P and P’. Although the paths through the C.B.D. may be geo- 
metrically shorter than those which do not enter the C.B.D., the cost density in the 
C.B.D. is higher and thus there is a trade-off. We shall explore the effects of this trade- 
off as was done in the previous paper. 
A global geodesic must be a local geodesic in each region. Where a geodesic crosses 
the boundary between two regions, the Weierstrass-Erdmann condition says that the 
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tangent to the geodesic is continuous. Thus we need not consider paths with corners, 
such as CGOG’C’, even for C very near G. 
By choosing the proper orientation, we may assume that a geodesic passing through 
the C.B.D. has its central segment parallel to the main diameter. For given r. and R, the 
Weierstrass -Erdmann condition then implies that the entire geodesic can be characterized 
by one variable, which we will take to be eo. 
The local geodesic in D1 was found in Ref. 1. In that paper, in a manner analogous to 
Fermat’s principle, a cost integral was set up and was then minimized by obtaining the 
Euler-Lagrange equation and solving it. This yielded the logarithmic spiral 
r = exp[(@ - b)la] (2) 
in region D1. The calculation is carried out in detail elsewhere [l] and need not be 
repeated here. 
In region Do, the minimal cost geodesic is the straight line B’B given by 
r = r. sinfIo/sine. 
In region D2, the minimal cost geodesic is the straight line CP of the form 
(3) 
r = c/sin(8 + p). (4) 
3. DETERMINATION OF a, b, AND 19, 
At this point, we must match the geodesic segments at their endpoints at the boundaries 
of the region in order to determine the unknown variables a, b, and 8,. The matching 
applies not only to the endpoints, but also to the tangents as one can see from the 
Weierstrass-Erdmann conditions. Note that we are regarding o. and r. as independent 
variables. 
The matching of endpoints at B is accomplished by applying Eqs. (2) and (3). This 
yields 
r. = exp[(e, - b)lal. (5) 
The matching of tangents at B is accomplished by differentiating Eqs. (2) and (3). This 
yields 
dr 
de,, 
= -r cot0, = a-l exp[(e, - b)la]. (6) 
==o 
Combining Eqs. (5) and (6) yields 
and 
a = -tam), (7) 
6 = O. + tartoo lnr,,. (8) 
The matching of endpoints at C is accomplished 
Eq. (2). This yields 
by letting r = R and 8 = 8, in 
R = exp[(& - @/al. (9) 
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Thus, 
Let 
Fig. 2. A qualitative plot of 0, vs & 
@I = a ln(R + b) = tan& In(rJR) + &. (10) 
p = ln(Rlr,). 
Then, 
(11) 
For the geodesic from C to C’, we may assume &, 2 0. We may also assume 0r 2 0, 
since if C and C’ were located below the diameter, then we could reflect through the 
diameter the upper part of the geodesic to get a path with the same cost, but with corners. 
This would violate the Weierstrass-Erdmann condition, so the original geodesic could 
not have been a global geodesic. 
Since 8, z 0, Eq. (11) implies a necessary condition 
p 5 1. (12) 
Henceforth, we shall assume Eq. (12). From Eq. (ll), we see that as &, increases from 
8, increases from 0, and attains a maximum when cos9, = p”’ and decreases to 0 before 
& = 7r/2 (see Fig. 2). 
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4. DETERMINATION OF c AND p 
The matching of endpoints at C is accomplished by substituting Y = R and 0 = 8, in 
Eq. (4). This yields 
R = cisin(6i + /3) 
or 
c = R sin(0, + /3). (13) 
The matching of tangents at C is accomplished by differentiating Eqs. (2) and (4). This 
yields 
dr 
de = Q-l exp[(B, - b)lal = -c cos(8, + /3)lsin”(@, + p). (14) e=e, 
The substitution of Eqs. (7), (9), and (13) into Eq. (14) now yields 
cot& = cot(8, + p). (15) 
Thus, we see from Eq. (11) that 
p = f& - f3i = p tar&. (16) 
5. DETERMINATION OF THE DISTANCE FROM THE CENTER OF THE 
CITY TO THE ORIGIN OF THE TRANSPORTATION ROUTE 
From one point of view, if the origin P of the transportation route lies outside the city, 
the angle 19~ will be a function of R, which is the distance OP. However, we will calculate 
R, as a function of & which we will show is monotonic and thus has a unique monotonic 
inverse. 
We see by letting 8 = 0 in Eq. (4) and using Eqs. (13) and (15) that 
R, = clsinp = R sin(0, + p)lsinp = R sin&,/sin [p tan&l. 
It is interesting to note that 
lim R, = Rlp. 
e,-ro 
Proposition 1. R, is a decreasing function of Bo. 
Proof. Differentiation of Eq. (17) yields 
aR, ~0~0~ sinlp tan(?ol - sine, cos[p tanOol[p sec%,l -= 
de0 sin2[p tan0 J
(17) 
(18) 
(19) 
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The condition that aR,la& 5 0 is equivalent to the condition that the numerator is 
less than or equal to zero. In order to show that aR,ld& 5 0, it is sufficient to show that 
tan[p tan&l 5 p sec2Ho tan&. (20) 
For 8, z 0, Eq. (11) implies that 
(21) 
Thus, 
sec2& 2 sec2[p tan&J 2 se+ tan&] 2 sec[p tan&l 
sinlp tan&J ~ tamp tar&l 
. p tan& p tan0, 
(22) 
This proves Eq. (20) and consequently Eq. (19). Thus, 
aR1 - 5 0. 
ab 
6. COMPUTATION OF THE COST OF LOCAL GEODESICS 
Our next objective is the computation of the costs of the various candidates for geo- 
desics. We shall compute the costs K xy along segments in the different regions between 
certain pairs of points X and Y and add these costs to form sums which represent the 
costs of construction between the origins and destinations. Comparisons will then be 
made between the costs along pairs of local geodesics in order to determine which of 
them are global geodesics and to determine the critical values of the geometric parame- 
ters. In view of the symmetry of the diagram with respect to an axis drawn through 0 
and F, it suffices to compare costs for halves of the paths between the origin and desti- 
nations. The complete costs can always be recovered if we multiply by a factor of 2. The 
costs which interest us most are 
(a) The intermediate route cost Ki where 
(b) The edge route cost K, where 
& = KPE + KEF; 
(c) The straight route cost K, 
‘KS= KOP= KOH+ KHc+ KGP. 
We now proceed to calculate the components of these costs. We see from Fig. 1 and 
Eq. (1) that 
KAB = (a/ro)ro cosOo = a cosOo. (23) 
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Applying Eqs. (I), (2), (7), and (II), we find that 
0, 
KBC = I (&)(r’* + r2)1’2 dfl = *I I 
@I, 
a(~-’ + I)‘,” dH 
01 
= (.u(8, - 0,)((w-* + l)“* crp csc& cwp 
Applying (I), the of for CPO, find 
KCP (a/R)R(sinr9,lsir@) (Y - 
= cot/3 cos&l. 
see from 1 Eq. that 
= - = - 
KPE (a/R)(R: R2)li2 
= R R/R,) cx R/R,) 
(24) 
(25) 
(26) 
(27) 
(28) 
KOP = KOH + KHC + KGP 
= (a/r&, + 
I 
‘(air)dr + (crIR)(R, - R) 
To 
= (Y + CY ln(R/r,J + a(R,/R) - (Y 
= cxp + (Y(R,/R). (29) 
Now that the costs along the local geodesics have been found, they can be compared 
to find the critical conditions that determine which of them are global geodesics. Thus, 
we shall compare intermediate paths with one another, intermediate paths with edge 
paths, intermediate paths with straight paths, and straight paths with edge paths. 
7. PATHS BETWEEN TWO ARBITRARY POINTS ON THE EDGE 
The first comparisons to be made involve paths between an origin C and a destination 
C’ which are arbitrary points on the edge (see Fig. 1). We shall first compare two different 
intermediate paths through the C.B.D. 
Comparison of two intermediate paths 
We see from Fig. 2 that there is an upper bound elmax such that for 0 i 13~ < or,,,,, 
there are two corresponding values of 13~. Hence there exist two different intermediate 
paths, the first with cost Kil and a corresponding angle &I and the second with cost Ki2 
and a corresponding angle eo2. Assume 801 < 002. We now show that Kil < Ki2. 
We see from Eqs. (1 l), (23), and (24) that 
$1 KAB + Kscl = -a sin& + ap sinf&/cos*& 
0 
= -a! sin&I 1 - p sec*8,] 
de1 = -(Y sin& c,. (30) 
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According to the chain rule, 
$ [KAB + KBCI = 
0 
$ [KAB + KBCI 2. 
1 0 
Thus, 
$ [KAB + Kd = -a sinflo. 
1 
We now employ the fundamental theorem of calculus to obtain 
01 
” [KAB + Kecle, - [KAB + KBC~B,,,, = I d [ KAB + KBC] dOI = %J~l I (-a sine,) dOI 8 lrnax 
according to Eq. (31). Hence, 
By assumption, 
Therefore, 
and 
I 
elm,, 
[ KAB + KBCIO, - [KAB + KB&,,,,,, = a sin@ Ml- e, 
(31) 
(32) 
I 
e lmax 
I 
0 lmax 
sineol d& < &IO2 de,. 
5 01 
Hence. 
[KAB + KBcIeo, < EKAB + K~cle,, 
and 
Thus, the path from C to C’ with smaller &, has lower cost. 
Comparison of an intermediate path with an edge path 
We shall now compare the cheaper of the intermediate routes with the edge route 
between C and C’. Let 
F(0,) = K, - K, = K,,B + Km - KCF 
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We see from Eqs. (23), (24), (26), and (11) that 
~(8~) = (Y cOseO + apic0se, - CU[(T/~) - e,l 
= akOseO + p(sed& - tan&) - (7r/2) + e,l. (33) 
Thus, F(0,) < 0 if and only if 
P < [(n/2) - COSeo - e,i / [xc& - tam?,]. (34) 
Since cos& + B0 and se@, - tan&, are increasing functions of 8,,, the right hand side of 
Eq. (33) is a decreasing function of &,. Thus there is an upper bound eomax such that for 
0 5 e0 < e,,,,, we have F(0,) < 0 and Ki < K,. Similarly, F(8,) > 0 if and only if 
p > [(x/2) - cOseO - e,] / [sece, - taneo] 
in which case Ki > K,. Thus, 
&f/2) - cOseO - e,i / [se& - tar&l 
is a critical value of p which determines whether the edge route or the intermediate route 
is the cheaper of the two. Note that, for a given p, there will be a critical angle oo, which 
represents the transition point determining which of these two routes is cheaper. In Table 
1 below we calculate p from f& by Eq. (34) and e1 from eo, from p by Eq. (1 I). 
It should be noted that the largest value of p for which the cheapest path is through 
the C.B.D. is p = (r/2) - 1 = 0.5707963 which agrees with the special cases treated by 
Zitron [ll. 
We have now generalized the position of the origin and destination to two arbitrary 
points on the edge. Another type of generalization is possible. 
Table 1. Maximum angles for inner city (C.B.D.) 
path being cheaper than edge route for points on 
edge 
p = ln(R/r,) 
0.5707%3 
0.5259195 
0.4778816 
0.4277913 
0.3767252 
0.3257191 
0.2757593 
0.2277747 
0.1826281 
0.1411100 
0.1039304 
0.0717139 
0.0449932 
0.024205 1 
0.00%860 
0.0016696 
0 
max f& 
0 
0.1 
0.2 
0.3 
0.4 
0.5 
0.6 
0.7 
0.8 
0.9 
1.0 
1.1 
1.2 
1.3 
1.4 
1.5 
v/2 
max 0, 
0 
0.047232 
0.1031286 
0.1676687 
0.2407232 
0.3220589 
0.4113429 
0.5081580 
0.6119590 
0.7221791 
0.8381379 
0.9590994 
1.0842705 
1.2128108 
1.3438417 
1.4764564 
n/2 
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8. ORIGIN AND DESTINATION BEYOND THE CITY LIMITS 
We shall now proceed to generalize the results of Ref. 1 to the case where the origin 
and destination are equidistant from the center and diametrically opposite but lie outside 
the edge of the city. Let the origin and destination be points P and P’ of Fig. 1. We shall 
show that the cost along a straight path is always less than along an intermediate path 
and will then compare the cost along a straight route with that along an edge route 
between P and P’. 
Comparison of a straight path with an intermediate path 
Consider the intermediate path PCBAB’C’P’ with cost 2Ki and also the path 
PGHOH’G’P’ with cost 2K,. We shall show that K, I Ki by showing that 
H(b) = KAB + KBC + KCP - Kop 2 0. (35) 
We see from Eqs. (23), (24), (25), and (29) that 
H(&) = (Y cos0, + cqIcos&, + a[sinO,, co@ - cos&J - c-wp - aR,IR. (36) 
Using Eq. (16) for the value of R,, 
H(BO) = CW[COS~~ + p cos& + sin& co@ - co&,, - p - sin&,/sir@]. (37) 
Rearrangement of Eq. (36) yields 
H(&,) = a{p[(l/cos&,) - 11 + (sir&lsin@)(cos~ - I)}. (38) 
Thus, the condition H(&) 2 0 is equivalent to 
p(llcos0,) Z (sir&Jsit@)(l - co@). 
We now divide both sides of Eq. (39) by p sin&, tan f& to obtain 
(llcos& - l)/sir& tan& 2 (1 - cosp)/p tan& sir@. 
(39) 
(40) 
The left hand side of Eq. (40) can be transformed as follows: 
(l/COs& - I)/sin& tan& = l/sin2& - cosO,/sin%, 
= (1 - COSaJ) / (1 - cos2H;o) 
= l/(1 + cos&). 
The right hand side of Eq. (40) can be transformed with the aid of Eq. (16) as follows: 
(1 - cosp)/p tan& sinp = (1 - cosp)/p sinp 
= d(1 - coqy//3( 1 - cosP)( 1 + COSP) 
=dTG&pxiGGip 
= i tan@/2) / (p/2). 
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Thus, Eq. (39) is equivalent to 
l/( 1 + cos&) 2 (1 - cosp) / (p sin@ = $ tan(P/2)l(P/2). (41) 
We see from Eq. (10) that p < f&,, since we have e1 L 0. The left hand side of Eq. (41) 
is an increasing function of f&,. The right hand side is an increasing function of /3. Fur- 
thermore, for an arbitrary angle 4 such that 0 5 C#I 5 n/2, 
l/(1 + cos+) 2 (1 - COS+)/$I sin+ 
(see Appendix B). 
Thus. 
l/(1 + co&J > l/(1 + co@) 2 (1 - co@)//3 sir@ 
and thus Eq. (41) is shown to hold. But this implies that Eq. (39) holds. Thus, If(&) 2 0 
and K, s Kr. Thus, the cost along a straight path through the center of the city is less 
than that along any other path through the city. 
Comparison of a straight path with an edge path 
In the case where the origin P and the destination P’ are equidistant diametrically 
opposite points outside the city, we will show that the cost along the edge path accordingly 
as p is less than or greater than a certain critical value which depends on RI. Let us 
compare the cost along the straight path PGHOH’G’P’ with the cost along the edge path 
PEFE’P’ by calculating the difference J(R,) in the costs 
J(R,) = K, - K, = KOP - KpE - K EF. (42) 
We see from Eqs. (27), (2% and (29) that 
J(R,) = ap + aR,IR - (a/R)(R: - R*)“* - (Y arcsin(RIR,). (43) 
Thus, J( J?,) C 0 and K, < K, when 
p < - RI/R + [(RI/R)* - l]“* + arcsin( R/R,) (44) 
and correspondingly K, > K, when 
p > -RI/R + [(R,/R)* - l]“* + arcsin(RIR1). (45) 
Thus, the critical value pe is given by 
pe = - R,IR + [( R,/R)’ - l]r’* + arcsin( R/R,). (46) 
We see by differentiating Eq. (46) that pe is a decreasing function of R, and that 
lim pC = 0. 
R,-= 
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Table 2 
0.5707963 1 
0.4993542 1.1 
0.4484357 1.2 
0.4082988 1.3 
0.3477616 1.5 
0.2556496 2 
0.1682640 3 
0.1003374 5 
0.0500418 10 
small p 1/2p 
Thus for a given p, there is RI,,, such that Eq. (44) is satisfied for RI < RI,,,. For this 
range, the straight path is cheaper than the edge path. in the limiting case R, = R or 
P = G = C, we again find the critical value p = (7r/2) - 1 as we did in Sec. 7. At the 
opposite extreme, for P sufficiently distant, K, < K,. 
We can also examine the behavior of Eqs. (44), (45), and (46) in terms of p. For a fixed 
value of RI, as p + 0, we find that K, < K, and as p + m, K, > K,. 
In Table 2, the ratio R Imax/ R is calculated for various values of pc from Eq. (46). 
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APPENDIX A 
In Sec. 2, we invoked the Weierstrass-Erdmann 
CGHOH’G’C’ cannot be a minimal cost path. We 
elementary proof. We do so by showing that 
conditions to show that the path 
can also establish this fact by an 
KCB + KBA 5 Kcc + KOG. (Al) 
We see from Fig. 1 and from Eqs. (l), (23), (24), and (29) that this requires showing 
that 
a cos& + ap sec& I crel + (Y + cup. (A21 
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We see frcm Eq. (11) that this is equivalent to 
cos& + p se& I & - p tan& + 1 + p (A3) 
or 
p(sec0, - 1) + p tan& 5 e. + 1 - cOseo. (A4) 
We see from Eq. (30) and the fact that the cheaper of the two intermediate CAC’ 
routes is the one with smaller & implies that cos2& > p. Therefore, 
p(secf& - 1) + p tan& I c0s2eo(seceo - 1) + c0s2eo tan& 
= c0se,(i - cOseo) + COSeo sine, 5 1 - cOseo + eo. (AR 
This proves Eq. (A4) and therefore Eq. (Al). 
The inequality 
APPENDIX B 
l/(1 + cos+) 2 (1 - cos4)/$ sin4 
is derived as follows: 
l/(sin+) 2 l/4 
l/sin24 L l/4 sin+ 
l/( 1 - cos2+) 2 l/4 sin+. 
Therefore, 
l/(1 + co@) 1 (1 - cos~$)/f_$ sin+. 
